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An Approach to Silhouette and Dunn Clustering
Indices Applied to Big Data in Spark
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Garćıa-Gutiérrez, and José C. Riquelme-Santos
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Abstract K-Means and Bisecting K-Means clustering algorithms need the op-
timal number into which the dataset may be divided. Spark implementations of
these algorithms include a method that is used to calculate this number. Unfor-
tunately, this measurement presents a lack of precision because it only takes into
account a sum of intra-cluster distances misleading the results. Moreover, this
measurement has not been well-contrasted in previous researches about cluster-
ing indices. Therefore, we introduce a new Spark implementation of Silhouette
and Dunn indices. These clustering indices have been tested in previous works.
The results obtained show the potential of Silhouette and Dunn to deal with Big
Data.

Keywords: Silhouette, Dunn, Clustering index, Big Data, Spark

1 Introduction

Nowadays every device that surrounds us generates data. 90% of the world data,
around 10,000 exabytes, has been generated in the last three years and there ex-
ists an estimation to fourfold that amount of data by 2020 [10]. Big Data is
mainly defined as a massive, heterogeneous and often-unstructured digital con-
tent that is difficult to process by using traditional tools and techniques [2].
From this scenario, old methodologies cannot be applied [9,16]. Apache Spark
is an open source cluster computing framework in charged of working with Big
Data [12] and it is based on Resilient Distributed Datasets, a type of structured
data especially designed for parallel computing. This structure allows us to cache
results in memory and reuse them to process huge amounts of data. Spark also
includes a scalable machine learning library (MLlib) [14]. MLlib contains a set
of common learning algorithms and utilities for classification, regression, clus-
tering or filtering. In this paper, we are going to focus on clustering techniques,
specifically on clustering indices.

K-Means and Bisecting K-Means clustering algorithms are included in MLlib.
These clustering algorithms present an inconvenient: the number of clusters into
which the dataset is going to be divided has to be known in advance. If the
number of clusters is not known, different combinations may be tried until a
good solution is reached. To solve this problem, there exists indices that help us
define into how many clusters the dataset can be grouped.

K-Means and Bisecting K-Means in MLlib include a measure that calculates
the sum of squared distances between the centroids (WSSSE) [13]. Unfortunately,
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this measure neither calculates the cluster consistency nor the well-separated dis-
tance between clusters. In addition, the results of WSSSE may not be correct
and they may mislead the clustering. Therefore, we introduce a new Spark im-
plementation of Silhouette and Dunn indices.

First, Silhouette is an index that refers to a method of consistency interpre-
tation within clusters of data. The measure of Silhouette sets how the example
is fixed to its cluster compared to others [8,11,15]. Second, Dunn is a validity
index whose aim is to identify clusters with a high inter-cluster distance and low
intra-cluster distance [6,7]. These indices have been well-contrasted in previous
work [17,4,1]. However, they have not been developed for Big Data to the best
of our knowledge.

Hence, we propose in this paper a novel Spark implementation of Silhouette
and Dunn indices as a solution for the calculation of the optimal number.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the research methodol-
ogy used in this work. Section 3 presents the detailed results of the experiments.
Finally, section 4 presents the conclusion of our experiments as well as future
directions to follow in upcoming works.

2 Methods

In this section, we present the outlines of a new implementation of Dunn and
Silhouette clustering indices based on Spark. We provide information about our
Silhouette and Dunn indices (Section 2.1), the clustering algorithms that we have
used for our experiments (Section 2.2) and the datasets that were used (Section
2.3). We also specify the hardware and software resources that have been used
for our experiments (Section 2.4).

2.1 BD-Silhouette and BD-Dunn indices

Our work is an approach of Silhouette and Dunn indices implemented in Spark.
We will denote our indices as BD-Silhouette and BD-Dunn respectively. Our
indices are approaches due to the limitations that Spark offers for applying
quadratic complexity algorithms.

Let Ω be the space of the objects with x ∈ Ω with a given distance d.
Then {Ak}k=1..N is a set of clusters so that

⋃
k Ak = Ω , and Ai ∩ Aj =

∅ ∀i 6= j.
Ck is the centroid of Ak, and Co the centroid of Ω.
We suppose Xi ∈ Ak, then the distance from the object xi to the cluster Ak

is defined.

ak(xi) =
1

|Ak| − 1

∑
xj∈Ak

xj 6=xi

d(xi, xj) (1)

The distance from xi to the nearest cluster is defined xi ∈ Ak

bk(xi) = min j 6=k
j=i..N{aj(xi)} (2)
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interMean is defined as the average of the distances from centroids to the
global center. intraMean is the average of the distances between each point to
its centroid. With this intracluster calculation we avoid quadratic complexity,
and it sets it as lineal order.

interMean =
1

N

N∑
k=1

d(ck, Co) (3)

intraMean =
1

|Ω|
∑
x∈Ω

d(xi, Ck) with xi in Ak (4)

Formula 5 represents the BD-Silhouette that has been defined as the ratio
between the difference of the interclusterMean and the intraclusterMean, and
the maximum of them.

BD–Silhouette =
interMean− intraMean

max{interMean, intraMean}with xi ∈ Ax
(5)

BD-Silhouette returns a value from 0 to 1, depending on the consistence of the
cluster and the separation between them. The higher the cluster number is, the
lower intraclusterMean is because dataset’s points tend to be more compacted
which make BD-Silhouette tends to 1.

Furthermore, as it is specified in formula 6, BD-Dunn is the ratio between
the minimum of the distances from the centroids to the global center and the
maximum of the distances from each point in the set to its centroid. This way
BD-Dunn returns a value that seeks the best number of clusters attending to its
consistency and as much separation as possible.

BD–Dunn =
mink=1..N{d(Ck, C0)}
maxxi∈Ω{d(xi, ck)}

(6)

The implemented algorithms return all the values of these formulas from 2
to a given number. This number sets the maximum of the quantity of clusters
we could suppose optimal. BD-Dunn results show a set of values whereby we
have to keep the first maximum. It represents the best number of clusters whose
inter-cluster and intra-cluster distances are optimized.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of BD-Silhouette method with precise
details of the functions utilized from Spark. In the following, we describe the
most significant instructions, enumerated from 1 to 13.

As input, we receive the dataset data, the maximum number of cluster that we
want to check maxNumClusters and the number of iterations for the algorithm
numIterations.
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Algorithm 1 BD-Silhouette implementation

Require: data, maxNumClusters, numIterations
1: totalData = data.count()
2: for i = 2 to maxNumClusters do
3: clusters = Cluster.train(data, i, numIterations)
4: intraMean = clusters.computeCost(data)/totalData
5: centroides = sc.parallelize(clusters.clusterCenters)
6: clusterCentroids = Cluster.train(centroides, 1, numIterations)
7: interMean = clusterCentroids.computeCost(centroides)/i
8: if interMean ≥ intraMean then
9: max = interMean

10: else
11: max = intraMean
12: end if
13: Silhouette = (interMean− intraMean)/max
14: end for

First, we create a cluster model from inputs (Instruction 3). In this way we get
the intraMean by calculating the average of the distances between each point
in the dataset to its centroid (Instruction 4). Next stage is the calculation of
interMean. To this end we create a model from the centroids (Instruction 4) and
we get the average of the distances between each centroid to the global center
(Instruction 6-7). In this way we get the interMean value. The last step is to
obtain the maximum between intraMean and interMean (Instruction 8-12) and
get the silhouette value (Instruction 13). This sequence has to be done as many
times as the maxNumClusters input is set (Instruction 2) for these instructions
in order to calculate silhouette index for each number of clusters.

Below we present Dunn algorithm implementation. BD-Dunn algorithm re-
ceives the same input parameters: the dataset data, the maximum number of
cluster that we want to check maxNumClusters and the number of iterations
for the algorithm numIterations. Dunn algorithm implementation returns a set
of values, one per number of cluster. Because of that it is in a loop and each
iteration return one value of Dunn (Instruction 1).

The first step is to create a model from inputs (Instruction 2). With this
model, we calculate the euclidean distance between each point and his centroid.
And of all of these distances, we get the maximum one (Instruction 3). Next
stage is to get the minimum distance between the centroids to global center
(Instructions 4-6). To get this, the first step is to create a model with all the
points (Instruction 5). With this model we can measure the distances between
each centroid, and the global center. And with all of them, we get just the
minimum one (Instruction 6). The last step is divide the minimum between the
maximum (Instruction 7).
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Algorithm 2 BD-Dunn implementation

Require: data, maxNumClusters, numIterations
1: for i = 2 to maxNumClusters do
2: clusters = Cluster.train(data, i, numIterations)
3: max = data.map{x => V ectors.sqdist(x, clusters.predict(x))}.max
4: centroids = sc.parallelize(clusters.clusterCenters)
5: clusterCent = Cluster.train(data, 1, numIterations)
6: min = centroids.map{x => V ectors.sqdist(x, clusterCent.clusterCenters)}.min

7: dunn = min/max
8: end for

BD-Dunn method return a set of values, one for each iteration. From all
the results the first maximum have to be chosen in order to choose the more
compacted and well separated clusters.

2.2 Clustering Algorithms

As said above, machine learning algorithms from Spark library have been used
for this study. In particular we have used K-Means (KM) and Bisecting K-Means
(BKM). KM is a clustering algorithm commonly used that clusters the data into
a predefined number of clusters. It splits data into k clusters in which each tuple
belongs to the cluster with the nearest distance to the centroid. Moreover, BKM
is a hierarchical clustering algorithm which seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters.

2.3 Datasets

In this experimental study we will use three synthetic Big Data (Table 1). These
datasets have been specially generated for this task. We know the optimal num-
ber of cluster for each one in advance. The synthetic datasets have been specially
generated for having well distinguished clusters. To achieve that objective, we
have implemented an algorithm that receive the number of examples in each
cluster and the number of features of the dataset. The algorithm generates an
output file with random numbers in its columns and each column is in differ-
ent range. After filling the cluster, the columns pivot, and it repeats the same
operation. Between the ranges there is enough separation to not create overlaps
between the clusters. With these conditions we make sure that the datasets have
the number of clusters that we set.

Table 1. Description of used datasets

Dataset #Examples #Features #Cluster

RandomSetN4 50,000,000 4 4
RandomSetN5 50,000,000 5 5
RandomSetN7 50,000,000 7 7
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Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these datasets. Table shows datasets
dataset by rows, and by columns we can find the number of examples (#Exam-
ples), the number of features (#Features) and the number of cluster that has
been established (#Cluster). As we said previously, we know the number of
clusters for the datasets in advance. ”RandomSetN4” has four clusters, ”Ran-
domSetN5” has five clusters and ”RandomSetN7” is the largest dataset with
seven clusters. We may say that we are talking about Big Data because all the
datasets have fifty millions instances with different number of features.

2.4 Hardware and software

All the experiments have been executed on Ubuntu Server 14.04 with the follow-
ing features: Intel Xeon E7- 4820 processor with 8 cores (16 threads) and a clock
speed of 2.00 GHz. Its cache was 18 MB and it counted with 64 GB of RAM.
Spark 1.5.2 with Hadoop 2.6.0 was used with 20GB for the driver memory.

3 Experimental Results

In this section we describe the results that were carried out to analyse the im-
plementation of BD-Silhouette and BD-Dunn clustering indices applied to Big
Data. In order to test our algorithms, we have applied two clustering methods, K-
means(KM) and Bisecting K-means(BKM). For these executions we have set the
maximum number of cluster as 10 and were applied on three different datasets
in Section 2.3.

Fig. 1. BKM WSSSE
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Fig. 2. KM WSSSE

Results of WSSSE are illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2. These results
have been drawn in the same graph due to space problems in the paper. Figure
1 shows the results of WSSSE using BKM for each dataset. RandomSetN4 has
four clusters, however the graph reports minimum values at four, six and eight.
RandomSetN5 has five clusters and the graph reports minimums at three, five,
and ten. Similarly, the dataset with seven groups, its graph illustrates minimum
values in two, five and eight. The same situation is found in Figure 2. Unfortu-
nately, WSSSE provides results that might mislead choosing the optimal number
of clusters. .

Fig. 3. BKM BD-Silhouette
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Fig. 4. KM BD-Silhouette

As we can see in Figure 3 and Figure 4, BD-Silhouette results for KM and
BKM are represented. A well defined ”elbow” is shown at the optimal number
of cluster at each dataset. RandomSetN4 curve is increased until it reaches the
maximum where it draws an elbow in the graph at four. Therefore, the optimal
number of clusters for RandomSetN4 is four. The same situation happens for
the other datasets. RandomSetN5 has its elbow at five, and RandomSetN7 has
it at seven.

Fig. 5. BKM BD-Dunn Results
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Fig. 6. KM BD-Dunn Results

Furthermore, we have BD-Dunn index graphs results. The optimal number
of clusters for the dataset is represented by the first maximum in the graph.
Therefore, as we can see in Figure 5 and Figure 6, in the case of RandomSetN4,
the first maximum is reached at four. For RandomSetN5 the first maximum is
reached at five, and it is at seven for RandomSetN7.

4 Conclusions and further work

In this paper we have developed a solution to calculate the optimal number
of clusters in Big Data. The use of Apache Spark has provided us a way to
parallelize the processes to calculate the optimal number of Big Data through
Silhouette and Dunn approaches.

The main achievements obtained are the following:

– An approach to Silhouette and Dunn indices applied to Big Data.
– These approaches allow us to calculate the optimal number of clusters for

Big Data using traditional clustering indices.
– The source code of this technique can be found in the next repository:

https://github.com/josemarialuna/ClusterIndex.

As future work, we aim to focus on the development of an implementation of
Davies–Bouldin [5,3] index applied to Big Data. All the experiments have been
tested in a single machine thus next experiments will be tested in a cluster in
order to check the algorithms in terms of network efficiency, load balancing and
data locality. We Another direction for future work is to enhance our Silhouette
and Dunn approaches focused in computational time.
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